U. Serve L.A.
PUBLIC INTEREST CELEBRATION, AUCTION AND AWARDS
APRIL 3, 7-10 PM, THE EDISON, 108 W. 2ND ST. LOS ANGELES

ON APRIL 3, 2018

UCLA Law students, alumni, faculty, and staff will gather in Los Angeles to honor outstanding members of our community. We are asking for nominations of individuals who have made outstanding contributions in their fields within the broad umbrella of "public interest law." Individuals can be recognized for their leadership, advocacy, volunteer work, and/or government service.

AWARD CATEGORIES

1L Award:
Recognizes outstanding contributions to the public interest from a current UCLA Law first-year student (Class of 2020)

2L Award:
Recognizes outstanding contributions to the public interest from a current UCLA Law second-year student (Class of 2019)

3L Award:
Recognizes outstanding contributions to the public interest from a current UCLA Law third-year student (Class of 2018)

Recent Alumni Award
Recognizes outstanding contributions to the public interest from a UCLA Law graduate who graduated in the year 2013 or later

Pro Bono Award
Recognizes a UCLA Law graduate in private practice who has made substantial contributions to public interest through pro bono legal services

Alumni Award
Recognizes a UCLA Law graduate practicing public interest law who has had a substantial impact in their field and/or has provided opportunities for UCLA Law students to serve in the public interest

TO NOMINATE

Please send the nominee's name, proposed award category, and a description of why you believe the nominee should receive the award (500 words or less) to publicinterestoffice@law.ucla.edu. Please put "2018 Public Interest Awards Nomination" in the subject line of your message.

DEADLINE

Monday, February 19, 2018, 5 PM